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IntrodutionIt is a mathematial fat that �xing the spatial urvature does not determine uniquely the topology und thusthe shape of the universe. Only if it is assumed that the spatial setion is simply onneted, it follows thatthe topology is (in the �at ase) given by the in�nite Eulidean spae. Exatly this assumption is made in theonordane model [4℄.It is the purpose of this poster to demonstrate that the WMAP data [5℄ are ompatible with the possibilitythat we live in a 'small universe' having the shape of a �at equilateral 3-torus with side length L ≈ 4LHorresponding to a volume of ≈ 5 × 103Gp3.
Large sale temperature orrelations of the WMAP data omparedwith the onordane model2-point temperature orrelation funtion:

C(ϑ) := 〈δT (n̂)δT (n̂′)〉 with n̂ · n̂′ = cos ϑ

Data: 〈...〉 denotes the average over all diretions separated by an angle ϑ in the admitted sky area.
Model: 〈...〉 denotes the ensemble average over the primordial �utuations. (If the model is statistiallyanisotropi in addition an average over all diretions is done.)
=⇒ Cmodel(ϑ) =
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l : multipole moment of the model in respet of the ensemble average.
WMAP data vs. onordane model

The orrelation funtions of the WMAP ILC 1yr, 3yr and 5yr data [5℄ are ompared with the onordanemodel [4℄. The 1σ osmi variane of the model is displayed as a grey band.

The orrelation funtion of the full ILC map of the 1yr data is di�erent from that of the 3yr and 5yrdata (modi�ations of the method). With the KQ75 mask there are only small di�erenes between the threeorrelation funtions (middle �gure).The in�nite ΛCDM model (onordane model) does not give a good desription of the full ILC mapon large sales (left/right �gure) and is a good deal worse in the ase of the KQ75 mask exept of the largestsales (middle/right �gure).Copi et.al [2℄ infer from their investigations that only 0.025% of realizations of the onordane modelan desribe the low orrelations on separation sales greater than 60◦ in the WMAP data admitted by theKQ75 mask (middle �gure).
Does a �nite torus model desribe the data on large sales betterthan the onordane model?To answer this question we have introduedthe integrated weighted temperature orrelation di�erene [1℄:
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With this quantity we have ompared the 3yr data with the in�nite ΛCDM model (horizontal lines inthe following middle �gure) and the �nite equilateral torus model for side lengths L ≈ 1.5− 9.0LH , LH := c
H0(in the �gures LH ≡ 1). The ILC map from the WMAP team (ILC) and from Tegmark et al. (TOH) [6℄ areinvestigated with kp0 mask and without mask.

Without mask: With mask:

Without mask: the torus model in the viinity of L = 4.35LH desribes the data better than the onordanemodel (left �gure).With mask: the torus model in the viinity of L = 3.86LH desribes the data better than the onordanemodel (right �gure).

Error estimate of the methods used to redue the foregroundontaminationIn the follwing we investigate the quality of the measured CMB maps. This is important for the so-alled'irle-in-the-sky' searh.Maps to illustrate the unertainty of the methods reduing the foreground ontamination:i) Di�erene of the WMAP ILC 5yr map and 1yr map
In these maps there are di�erenes up to 30µK and more(probably beause of the hange of the method and lessnoise in the 5yr data).

ii) Comparing the methods reduing the foreground ontamination (template and ILC):

There are di�erent results from the methods up to 25µK outside the KQ75 mask and even larger di�erenesoutside the kp2 mask. Whih method is orret? Can the ILC method redue the signal of our galaxy and givethe orret CMB signal within the KQ85 (kp2) mask?We have no de�nite answer to these questions!
Is the torus model exluded by the irle-in-the-sky searh?A torus model of side length L = 3.86 − 4.35LH predits 3 irle pairs with radius 54◦ − 49◦ and 6 irlepairs with radius 35◦− 22◦ (whih are bak-to-bak and without shift) in the CMB map due to the periodiityondition of the torus.Expanding the temperature δTi(φ) along a irle in a Fourier series δTi(φ) =

∑

m Timeimφ, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π,allows one to de�ne the m-weighted irle signature for two irles i and j having a radius α as [3℄
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) (β: shift parameter of the irles)

Cornish et al. [3℄ have done suh a searh in the WMAP 1yr data using a superposition of the foregroundredued Q, V and W band maps outside the kp2 mask and the ILC map inside the kp2 mask. They haveonluded that models with bak-to-bak irle pairs with radius greater than 25◦ are exluded.
=⇒ This would exlude the torus model.Base of this onlusion is a simulation of a CMB map for a torus model with detetor noise. This map isinvestigated for irle pairs and used to ompare with the measured data. The onlusion of Cornish et al.depends on the assumption that the errors aused by the methods used to redue the foreground have no e�eton their result.To give an idea what an happen we have replaed in 38 torus models the temperature �utuations inside theKQ75 or the KQ85 mask by that of the onordane model. The threshold of false positive irle pairs [3℄,minimum, mean and maximum value of 228 irle pairs with radius 31.8◦ and 114 irle pairs with radius 53.0◦of the torus model are displayed in the �gures (orientation �xed). Further we have illustrated the e�et of themask on the irle pairs for all orientations (right �gures).KQ85 mask: To miss irle pairs there is ahane of about 60% in the ase of the radius

32◦ and 30% in the ase of the radius 53◦.
KQ75 mask: To miss irle pairs there is ahane of about 60% in the ase of the ra-dius 32◦ and 50% in the ase of the radius 53◦.The results and the onlusion depend on the fration of the irle pairs whih is a�eted by the mask.

ConlusionThe result of the analysis of the orrelation funtion C (ϑ) prefers the �nite equilateral torus model to theonordane model.Although no irle pairs have been found, the torus model is nevertheless not de�nitely exluded. To exludemultionneted universes the errors aused by the methods reduing the foreground ontamination have to beestimated realistially sine the errors propagate into the searh for the irle pairs. This has not been doneyet.
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